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A new relationship
with our data
As individuals conduct their daily online work and personal lives,
they spray data, often unwittingly, into a vast array of corporate
data silos around the globe. These data streams fan out, magnifying
the dispersion: every clicked link, form submission or app swipe can
leave traces in logs and databases in tens of companies beyond
the provider of the website or app itself.
While privacy regulations have in recent years
set rules for corporate holders of data, it’s
notable that, right at the point of interaction,
the individual loses all direct control. They
must rely on trust alone, trust that those
datasets will be treated with respect and used
only in appropriate ways, when they contain
intimate details of their personal lives, which
foods they like, what products they’ve bought,
their personal contact information, their
physical location, and so on.
Does it have to be this way or could a more
transparent protocol of data sharing be
conceived? Could consumers instead manage
the storage and sharing of their personal data
with the companies who wish to use it? Imagine
them choosing their own masking policies,
setting time limits on data availability and even
setting a price to sell each type of data record.
Opening a personal analytics app, the consumer
could review which API calls had been made to
use their data during the day, by whom and for
precisely which purpose. This presents new
commercial models, beyond simply handing
over all data in exchange for the free usage of an
email platform or social messaging tool.
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A combination of existing technologies could
underpin this controlled data sharing vision on a
global scale. The technologists among you may
have encountered: GraphQL APIs on top of data
stores that support dynamic encryption and
dynamic masking; distributed ledgers and smart
contracts providing decentralised identity and
specifically tracked data transactions; cheap
cloud computing providing globally distributed
key value stores.
Supporting this approach to data would be
Artificial Intelligence (AI) technologies that allow
machines to sift through data much faster than
humans, to learn from it and then to suggest
rich customer experiences as well as to detect
and prevent fraud.
While the incentive may not be obvious for
companies to give up their traditional approach
of storing their own vast internal silos of raw
data, those silos could themselves be as much
a liability as an asset. The potential fines and
reputational loss for data breaches, the
operational difficulty of keeping data up to
date, the expense of ensuring the use and
transmission of data is audited and tracked
carefully are all very significant risks, and

implementations are hard to get right.
There is already precedent for companies
offloading such data storage risks to specialised
providers, such as in card processing where
ecommerce companies have used external
data tokenisation services for years, but these
cases are usually narrowly limited in scope.
Raw data is rocket fuel, highly powerful but
also highly dangerous. Today, we are spraying
it around and hoping to avoid accidents.
Wrapping data more smartly, giving its wide
uses specific aims and enforcing these with
provable algorithmic guarantees, offers
significant benefits to consumers and
companies alike.
This report offers perspectives on the
innovations and opportunities from expert
technologists, founders and businesses.
I hope you enjoy their insights.

Visit rise.barclays to:
• Learn more about Rise
• Participate in our community
of innovators
• Get industry news, further
insights and other content

Ben George
Distinguished Engineer for Data,
Barclays Chief Technology Office
ben-george-5a11a7b8
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The
evolution
of data

Data is the lifeblood of financial services.
By using AI and complying with regulations,
banks of the future can infuse their
businesses with new opportunities.
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How data
became valuable
What started the data revolution, and how did data become
the focus of innovation? I take a brief look at the history of,
and a possible future for, data commercialisation.
User control and consent
Much is rightfully made of Jeff Bezos’ API
Mandate, in which he laid out plans in 2002 for
all of Amazon’s internal services to become
accessible through APIs. This began as an
efficiency drive to ensure departments could
access the data they needed to operate
effectively. But it delivered the technical
foundation for Amazon Web Services,
which now generates the vast majority of
Amazon’s profits.

Where fintechs lead…
The banking equivalent of the API Mandate came
not from a visionary CEO – there remain few
CEOs in banking with a technology background.
Instead it came around the same time as the
2008 financial crisis, from the European Union
and the UK Government. Through the Open
Banking model they decreed that banks must
make their data available to third parties through
APIs when their customers demanded it.1
This unleashed a wave of innovation in
financial services and demonstrated the latent
commercial opportunities in the sector. So
much so that, by 2021, Accenture estimated
there to be a $416 billion revenue opportunity.2

Backed by lots of venture capital and without
the complexity of legacy technology stacks and
large bureaucracies, a wide range of fintechs
were able to quickly prototype and iterate a
range of products and services that leveraged
large volumes of data that had been underutilised. For example, Ramp, valued at $3.9
billion, is threatening to overtake Amex in the
corporate card market thanks to an AI engine on
their expense-management platform that
claims to save an average of 3.3% through
cost cutting.3

The largest have access to the financial and
transactional records of millions of their own
customers, and many of those transact with
customers from other banks and financial
institutions providing an even wider data
footprint. There is a parallel for this in the
payments infrastructure of traditional banking
alongside the additional data points gathered
from the relatively new digital banking platforms
- including devices and location - that increases
the breadth, accuracy and timeliness of the
data footprint.

Many unicorns – startups valued at over
$1 billion – were created in the process and
delivered the levels of innovation that had been
aspired to by the Open Banking policy makers.
Fintechs had access to records from a range of
banks and from their own products covering
many use cases. In the right hands, the data
proved to be highly valuable.

Consequently, there remains an opportunity
for financial institutions to create more
compelling products and services for their
customers. There’s also the opportunity to
generate new revenue streams and even entire
lines of business through commercialising
their data as a product itself.

…banks may follow
The level of innovation that started over
10 years ago demonstrated to banks the
exceptional value of the data they hold. Six of
the top 12 unicorns in the world are fintechs4
and deliver modern services powered by data.

Harbr is a data commerce platform that helps
companies across multiple sectors, including
financial services, create new revenue streams
from their data by delivering high-margin data
products and a refined customer experience.
We work with large organisations across
multiple industries, including financial services
and banking, to help them build and run
successful data businesses. Without exception,
these companies have had to invest in new
capabilities across technology, data, commerce
and regulation to be successful.

Trust is key
Trust is arguably the most fundamental
principle in banking, and may explain to some
degree why banks have been reluctant to
exploit their data assets. The use of data to
impact consumer behaviour is common in the
tech industry and we’re exposed to it whenever
we use services like Google, Meta and Amazon.
Yet the idea of a bank doing the same somehow
feels wrong. Financial transactions are no more
personal than pictures of our loved ones or our
web-browsing history, but that wasn’t part of
the deal when we opened our bank accounts.
Fair or not, different expectations have been set
for banks than those set for technology
companies.
While technology companies are subject to
increasing scrutiny by courts and policymakers,
and the fintech wave may have altered the view
of what banks should be, they must still
maintain high levels of trust. If successful, they
may find that customers grant them equal or
greater approval to use their data than that
typically demanded by technology companies
to use their services. Additionally, there are
ways to commercialise data without exploiting
or revealing personally identifiable information
(PII) or affecting consumer behaviour, which is a
refreshing alternative to big tech and a trend we
see across our customer base.

1. Bank of England
2. Accenture
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3. Forbes

4. CB Insights
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From inputs to insights

The path to success

Many existing data businesses thrive on selling
input data that is engineered and analysed by
their customers - often in conjunction with
inputs from other sources - to get the insight
they desire. However, this increases cost of
ownership and time to value for the customer.
The future of data businesses is to provide the
insight the customer actually wants rather than
a raw input. We see this being achieved through
a range of options including secure
collaboration between the supplier and
consumer, the use of models or data science
services, and the creation of segment or
macro-level views that deliver an answer.

I experienced first-hand how challenging it is to
deliver change in a large bank. Decades of
cost-cutting, legacy technology estates,
complex regulation and cyber security
challenges all take their toll and create a
highly-complex and political environment. Add
to this the culture of banking with a tightlydefined risk appetite and an expectation of
predictable returns from a given investment
and you have an environment that is profoundly
different to a startup. Given that the
commercial exploitation of data would be a new
endeavour, and not necessarily have any parallel
to the business of banking, what would a large
bank or financial services company need to do
to succeed? What would that look like, and how
might it impact the world around us?

Most organisations manage their understanding
of customers, suppliers and partners through
segmentation, the grouping of entities with
related characteristics such as income, spending
habits, location and age. Segmentation simplifies
and accelerates a resource-intensive analytical
task. Similarly, the provision of a macro view of a
particular market, sector or jurisdiction can
provide an immediate answer that can help
inform business decisions. Both of these
approaches also have the dual advantages of not
directly impacting individual privacy and driving
improvements that can benefit everyone.
A vibrant data commerce market providing
meaningful insights that avoid poor decisions
and bad outcomes shouldn’t just be seen as a
commercial opportunity. It should also be seen
as a social good. Fraud, financial crime, poor
investment decisions, excessive market volatility
and supply chain disruption negatively affect
economies and societies. They are also areas
where banks and other financial institutions are
uniquely placed to provide insights that can
reduce or avoid these problems without
impacting individual privacy.
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My experience reveals that successful
organisations focus on use cases for their data
that benefit their customers and society while
also complying with regulations and respecting
consumer privacy. They typically obsess about
finding product-market fit for their data, which
means collaborating with potential data
consumers to understand the necessary
specification of their product for a given use
case and the overall value proposition. This is a
process every startup goes through and
building a data business in a large organisation is
no exception. There are often ‘failures’ along
the way where hypotheses are proven to be
wrong, but by iterating rapidly and getting as
much feedback as possible, the failures are an
invaluable opportunity to learn. The key is to
create an environment where they’re
anticipated and learning from them is expected.

This process yields a range of outcomes from
the creation of low-value, commodity products
such as views of financial behaviour coupled
with segmented baselines to provide context to
high-value, unique insights that address highly
specific business needs. These include
outcomes you’d obviously equate with financial
data such as financial health and long-term
financial projections, but they can also include
less obvious opportunities such as:
•H
 elping with the post-Covid regeneration of
the high street by intelligently planning store
locations according to local demographics
•E
 nabling better economic policy making
through a more accurate and timely
understanding of macro-spending habits
across defined segments and markets
•M
 anaging trusted identity credentials to
enable safer and more convenient access to
products and services
•R
 educing criminality by addressing money
laundering, fraud and other financial crimes.

The impact of data commerce
At Harbr we’re already seeing banks and other
financial institutions building new lines of
business focused solely on commercialising
their data and doing so in a way that respects
privacy and provides social benefits. The
underlying data, the quality of thinking and the
level of investment dictate the size and nature
of these businesses and will no doubt impact
their future success. When compared to their
competitors, these organisations should expect
to have better financial results and greater

resilience through diversification of their core
business model and building more compelling
relationships with their customers. We would
also expect to see a change in attitudes and
budgets, as data shifts from being an overhead
to a core, and quantified, part of P&L.
One area that remains unclear is how this will
affect the relationships between large,
established financial services companies and
fintechs. There continue to be a range of ways
the two engage, from forced interactions
through API-based data sharing, through
sponsorship, direct investment, partnerships
and acquisition. As data becomes a driver of
revenue, the technology, skills, culture and data
contained within fintechs may take on an even
greater significance.
While Open Banking APIs have given fintechs a
headstart, established financial institutions can
still seize the opportunity to build better
products and services driven by data. But more
exciting is the opportunity to create new and
compelling business models where the actual
data itself, and high-value derived insights, are
the product. Financial institutions, their
customers and society at large all stand to
benefit greatly.
Anthony Cosgrove
Co-Founder and
Chief Strategy Officer,
Harbr
harbrdata.com
	anthony-cosgrovembe-805901117
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What is AI?
Computer science (CS) is a scientific and practical approach to
computation and its applications. A computer scientist specialises in the
theory of computation and the design of computational systems. Artificial
Intelligence (AI) is a subset of CS. In its simplest form, AI deals with
operations like “if the price of A is higher than the price of B, then buy B.”
More formally, AI sets forth explicit rules that are followed exactly as
stated, like a recipe. Result: you control the process and the outcome.
A subset of AI is Machine Learning (ML), which
deals with the development of computer
programs (systems) that can access data and
use it to automatically learn and improve their
performance from the data they encounter.
Unlike AI systems, ML systems learn from data
and make decisions while trying to improve
their own performance.

The data environment is key
ML typically learns and deals with problems
represented by static or dynamic environments.
First, take static (or semi-static) environments.
For a facial recognition system, you can apply an
ML system like a neural network (ideally suited to

pattern recognition and classification problems),
because your face doesn’t change much and
they do not need to be trained often.
But what happens when the problem constantly
changes? Think finding investment
opportunities in a financial market.
To explain this, you need to understand why an
ML system designed for a static environment
wouldn’t work. Financial markets constantly
fluctuate and, in automated decision-making,
the system makes decisions by analysing all
the data that humans cannot process, and
eliminating human biases which tend to affect
the investment management process. This is
a dynamic environment.

Computer Science

Artificial Intelligence
Machine Learning

Static Environments
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Dynamic Environments

Is AI a modern phenomenon?

AI in finance

No—it’s been with us for millennia. The origins
of AI date back to ancient history. For example,
robotic, humanoid servants and automatic
doors were the AI imaginings of ancient
Greeks.1 Fast-forward thousands of years to
1940 and the first digital computer created by
Alan Turing. He’s considered the father of
theoretical Computer Science and AI.

In the early 1990s, an attempt was made to
popularise neural networks in finance.5 They
were used to predict prices in equities,
commodities and FX, as well as to create
macroeconomic and risk models. Back then,
most applications used structured data, such as
that from daily stocks and FX rates.

The birth of AI as a field of research is widely
considered to have started in 1956 at a
workshop in Hanover, New Hampshire, where
participants discussed how learning could be
simulated by a machine.2 By 1966 more funding
and increased interest helped establish the
Department of Machine Intelligence and
Perception at the University of Edinburgh.3
The MIT AI Lab was established in 1970.4

Because early results of AI models were
encouraging, some of these early neural
networks were deployed in live trading. But over
time, it was discovered that these systems had
limitations as the environments they were in
were so dynamic.
It seems that humans must
learn first, then AI.

The current state of AI is fuelled both from
academia and the private sector. AI applications
are embedded across the technical
infrastructure of many industries, including
manufacturing, autonomous driving,
autonomous investing and medical diagnosis.
Advances have been made with Natural
Language Processing, image recognition and
search engines. And don’t forget games:
AlphaZero (chess), AlphaGo (Go) and Watson
(Jeopardy) are all non-human champions.
1. Reuters 2. Livescience

3. The University of Edinburgh School of Informatics

4. Wikipedia

5. ML Quant
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While AI is critical for
banks’ future…

…fintechs are driving adoption

There are several ways AI can accelerate
financial services and make it function more
efficiently. However, the sector is lagging behind
other industries in implementing the
technology, such as healthcare and medicine.
Banks and other financial services organisations
can greatly enhance their operations in
investment management, wealth management
and the crypto market by applying AI. For
example, while ESG is on the minds of most
investors these days, there are volumes of
sustainability data that could be used during the
portfolio construction stage. Asking humans
to manage this process manually is prohibitively
time consuming, but AI could be used to sort
through mountains of data in a fraction of
the time.
The crypto market is another obvious use
case: There are over 8,000 crypto currencies,
exchanges, platforms and ecosystems offering
certainly innovative and possibly attractive
returns, but there is no straightforward method
of contending with all the related data.6 This is
where blockchain and AI intersect. For example,
while blockchain stores all the trade data in the
crypto market, AI can be used to not only
analyse the data, but to create products and
trading opportunities.7

According to one study run just two years ago,
financial services will see a mass adoption of AI
starting in a year.8 But while organisations have
the obvious benefits of AI in mind, the fact
remains that they’ll need to integrate it with
their legacy systems or replace them
completely. Enter fintechs.
Large companies do not necessarily have the
infrastructure needed to deal with vast
amounts of data, but smaller fintechs do.
They’re inserting themselves into the value
chain aggressively with big funding rounds to
support their growth.9 Voice assistant, or
chatbots, used for customer service are an
example. By implementing AI, some fintechs
have empowered large banks to greatly
enhance their customers’ experiences and
improve efficiency in their phone channels—
without the need for a human representative.
One study shows that, in 2023, 826 million
hours will be saved by banks by using voice
assistants.10

"Large companies do not
necessarily have the
infrastructure needed to deal
with vast amounts of data,
but smaller fintechs do."
Dr Sonia Schulenburg
CEO & Director, Level E Research and
Investment Committee Member & Director,
Level E Capital

AI has come a long way since Ancient Greece.
It’s now evolving at a rapid pace in a short
amount of time and its applications are
multiplying. But while AI can help financial
organisations leverage opportunities, they first
need to understand what it is, how they want to
use it and the real costs associated with it.

Dr Sonia Schulenburg
CEO & Director, Level E Research
and Investment Committee
Member & Director,
Level E Capital
levele.ai
levelecapital.ai
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6. CryptoPR
7. Medium

8. Forbes

9. U
 K Tech News

10. FinTech Magazine
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Survival tips for startups:
Know your regulator
Founders building data-driven startups and their advisors (especially
their lawyers) have probably learned a hard truth about building Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) technologies—it is much
harder than it looks. New entrants are required to navigate a dense fog
of old laws, new regulations and unclear guidance from policymakers
about the use of AI and ML.
Additionally, as this technology ecosystem
matures, we’re observing significant innovation
in the use of data that exists on-chain.
(On-chain data is stored within a blockchain—
think the Ethereum ledger—and compares with
off-chain data, which comes from another
non-DLT source.) For example, companies like
Google Cloud are already exploring the
synergies between on-chain data and off-chain
data by adding blockchain data to BigQuery, and
allowing companies to apply traditional
analytics tooling and AI/ML models to the
mixture.1 This is proving useful in deriving
patterns and trends not previously identified by
simply observing the blockchain alone.
Whether companies are building applications
and products that involve decentralised or
traditional finance, how they use and apply AI/
ML models on datasets may impact their
long-term viability down the road.

Use cases
As the AI/ML technology stack has evolved into
more tangible offerings, enterprises across the
globe are identifying more and more use cases to
make sense of their data assets. Within the
financial services sector, applications include:
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1. Google Cloud

• Historical, data-driven technical analysis, such
as trend analysis/pattern recognition, and more
involved quantitative analysis leveraging
complex mathematics, such as stochastic
calculus
• Tasks and workflows where AI/ML replaces or
helps individuals analysing large datasets for
regulated financial institutions
• Data-driven decision making that extracts
insight from massive and discrete data assets.
Some of these traditional applications are also
increasingly being deployed in the blockchain and
distributed ledger ecosystems—unleashing true
innovation. Both private cryptocurrency
exchanges as well as regulators are now utilising
traditional AI/ML applications on datasets that
include both traditional data and blockchain data.
For example, enrichment of blockchain data and
off-chain information about users can help
examine transactions in pseudonymous
cryptocurrency wallets, either in criminal
investigations2 or as part of KYC/AML
programmes for financial institutions like
cryptocurrency exchanges.

2. F
 inancial Crimes Enforcement Network

Non-financial services companies are
experimenting with AI/ML to understand
consumer engagement with new forms of digital
media, such as non-fungible tokens. In many
instances, these are purchased with traditional
browser applications providing rich on- and
off-chain data that can be analysed by AI/ML and
tools like Google Analytics to derive insights on
user engagement, trends and ROI.

The (legal) catch
These new methodologies and increasingly
valuable applications of AI/ML technology stacks
are not without limitations or risks. While many
regulations governing these use cases, such as
the GDPR3 and the CCPA,4 historically concerned
data privacy, there are now additional AI-specific
regulations being implemented or explored
throughout the world.
For example, the European Commission’s
proposal for the creation of the Artificial
Intelligence Act (AIA) in 2021 should be carefully
considered by companies looking to use AI/ML
applications. On top of these data-specific
regulatory schemes, companies may be forced
to navigate vexing questions involving AI
technologies applied to blockchain-based
datasets—GDPR’s “right to erasure” of personal
data is technically incompatible with data stored
on blockchains such as Ethereum or Bitcoin.
Additionally, companies will need to consider
other potentially lesser-known regulations like
the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA), applicable Virtual
Asset Service Provider regulations, use-specific
data privacy regs and other legal regimes for the
KYC and AML use cases mentioned earlier.
Understanding not only which laws, but also
which regulators enforce those laws is important
to navigating your compliance priorities - each
agency functions differently, engages with
market participants differently and can
sometimes have competing priorities.
3. General Data Protection Regulation
4. California Consumer Privacy Act

For example, determining whether the AI/ML
technology alone is sufficient to meet Treasury’s
compliance requirements under the BSA in
assessing the identity of customers opening
accounts utilizing pseudonymous virtual wallets
is still largely uncharted territory. Compliance
programs may also have greater obligations to
apply AI/ML to publicly-available on-chain data in
connection with KYC obligations—in essence
not just reviewing your customers documentary
identification, but also their digital wallet’s
transaction history to sufficiently screen out
bad actors or tainted funds. There is likely an
additional layer of complexity, and another
regulator, who may have an opinion on whether
the funds or digital assets reviewed as part of
that program should be treated more like money
and less like some other financial instrument.
Companies would do well to anticipate these
challenges by increasing awareness within
their compliance teams about the nuances
of blockchain technology, the applicable
regulations and the AI/ML applications to both
meet their product needs and compliance
programme obligations.
Increasing opportunities to deploy AI/ML
applications has also resulted in increased legal
and regulatory scrutiny of those applications.
The combination of additional new datasets
derived from blockchain technologies is
promising, but it also introduces potential
regulatory hurdles. The long-term viability of
startups working in this area may well depend on
how quickly and effectively they can coordinate
their technological and legal strategies. This could
determine their ability to deploy their applications
at scale in a globally-compliant manner.
Richard Widmann
Head of Strategy,
Digital Assets, Google Cloud
rich-widmann-a816a54b
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Data

commercialisation
Data isn’t just data – it’s comprised of
many key components that have inherent
value. How it’s used and safeguarded
is critical.
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The data revolution
Since the start of the century, we’ve become increasingly obsessed
with, and reliant on, data. This singular focus has meant that almost
unconsciously we’ve forever altered what it means to be human and
triggered the creation of infrastructure capable of supporting a
dual existence – physical and digital.
There are few people on this planet that don’t
have a digital twin, in the form of a digital bank
account, an Amazon account, social media
profiles, etc. For many, these two worlds
have inextricably merged.
The acceleration of this as a direct result of
the global pandemic is well documented.1
Overnight, most organisations in all sectors
and even whole cities were confronted with
the immediate need to adapt. As a result, they
started to generate and consume more data
in real time.

The proliferation and increased consumption
of data has also highlighted the challenges
we have with digital trust. Globally, there are
initiatives underway (see panel) to address
this and to build better bridges between
regulated, trusted economic actors, such
as governments, financial services and
telecommunication companies, and the
emergent personal data ecosystem that now
includes people and things.

Global data trust initiatives
UK

The Open Banking2 regime empowers customers to make better financial choices by
providing access to and control over their banking data.

EU

The Data Governance Act3 will deliver a legal framework for the sharing of personal,
enterprise and public sector data, enabled by accredited data intermediaries.

Australia

The Consumer Data Right4 aims to deliver greater consumer data empowerment to drive
competition and choice.

California

The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) focuses on how data is used commercially
and gives individuals more visibility of and control over personal information collected
by businesses.5

1. McKinsey
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2. Open Banking

3. EU Support Centre for Data Sharing

4. Australian Treasury

5. California Consumer Privacy Act

User control and consent
These global initiatives create valuable
opportunities to deliver benefits for consumers
who can now access, control and exchange data.
This scenario is a key foundation for Web3 and
the metaverse. While the jury is out on some of
the more ambitious predictions about the next
iteration of the internet and related services, it’s
clear that they’re not just about data. We all want
to decide on how our data is used and to be
offered personalised services. But we need to
trust data networks in the way we trust payment
networks. There must be certainty, transparency,
compliance and accountability, and global,
interoperable standards-based infrastructure to
make this work at scale.
This move to enable both the physical and digital
is driving three important data shifts:
Citizen-centric ecosystems
There's an evolution away from "winner takes
it all" (a few large technology firms and their
platforms) towards collaborative networks that
address the significant challenges of our planet
and modern digital lives. In the decade ahead,
we’ll see this driven by decentralisation, and
anti-trust and privacy regulation. This shift is
at the heart of law suits in the EU and the US.
Peer-to-peer networks
The move away from "winner takes it all" also
means people, organisations and things each
require the means to authenticate, authorise
and provide use-case specific access. The drive
towards decentralisation with the adoption of
blockchain and DeFi is already generating new

networks of value. For example, in Queensland
Australia, the local government is exploring
citizen-centric data sharing to create workplace
credentials.6 Based on data minimisation, this
builds strong trust and delivers significant
efficiencies and process improvement.

Mutual incentives
There’s an exponential shift towards the
tokenisation of everything, from data to money
and even time. The option to issue fungible and
non-fungible value will change everything, from
the way we invest in art to how we’re rewarded
for loyalty. This new approach to creating and
sharing value is at the heart of tune.fm, for
example – a new marketplace for music
combining streaming with payments and
social connections.

"The ability to uniquely identify
everything will enable
everything to be uniquely
valued."
Katryna Dow
Founder and CEO, Meeco

6. Queensland Government
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With trust comes value

Do no harm: The ethical
data dilemma
Central to the debate is how do we do all this in a
way that helps individuals harness the value of
their data.
To enable shared value, it’s essential that
anything that can be tokenised will be. The
tokens themselves will enable us to uniquely
identify whether something is an asset, object,
person or thing. If we get this right, and have
clarity around provenance and ownership, there's
an opportunity to make data transactions more
equitable. But to avoid the unconscious mistakes
of the past, when the balance of power landed
with a few large technology firms because the
internet was not designed with a secure identity
layer, society now needs to make some
conscious design decisions.
We must also face the challenge of a world where
deep fakes are possible. Just because we see or
hear something digital doesn't mean it's true.
The manipulation of digital content increases the
need to design-in digital trust, provenance and
verification. We don’t just want data. We want
data that is verified and can be traced back to a
trusted source.
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The success of big data and social networks
depended on the centralised ownership (and
perhaps exploitation) of data. By way of contrast,
Web3 promises participation, in place of
exploitation, directly rewarding individuals for the
value they create. By participating in this new
approach to data, both individuals and
organisations should be able to make better and
faster decisions that are augmented by individual
context and intent. This shared approach
should also increase the value exponentially
for both parties.
Service providers (that is, banks and other
financial institutions) that treat their customers
like partners, helping to solve problems,
respecting privacy and explicitly asking for
consent will ultimately win in this new economy.
These are the hallmarks of trust and the
foundation for requesting access to data to
enable more personalised outcomes.

"Data that is accurate, timely,
contextual and has intent makes
it exponentially valuable."
Katryna Dow
Founder and CEO, Meeco

Those that protect their customers’ data in the
same way they protect their customers’ money
stand to generate net new value through tailored
products and services based on granular and
context-specific information. This approach
maximises the opportunities of Open Banking the foundation of modern data-sharing
capabilities in financial services - while
minimising data collection and fraud. For
example, an “over_18” credential could underpin
the purchase of age-restricted goods or an
“under_14” credential could help protect online
spaces for minors.
Banks could provide customers with a “has_
bank_account” credential that indicates they’ve
undergone due diligence processes. In these
ways, customers can limit the amount of
personal information they provide to a third party
website when enrolling in new services, reducing
the proliferation of personal information.
Organisations wishing to reach new customers
could, for example, rely on strong buying signals
from pre-qualified customers who are able to
easily demonstrate that they meet an age or
credit threshold.
This paradigm shift has been coined the
Intention Economy7 in contrast to the Attention
Economy, in which advertisers compete for
consumer eyeballs. The Intention Economy
(suggested over a decade ago) puts individuals at
the centre of transactions, the buyer notifies the
market of the intent to buy and sellers compete
for the buyer's purchase. The buyer is able to
selectively disclose relevant data to complete a
purchase. This is the real data revolution. The
combination of new data regulation, increased
consumer awareness of privacy and advanced
technology has made it achievable.

7. Linux Journal
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Where to start
The introduction of the EU’s General Data
Protection Regulation8 (GDPR), Open Banking,
PSD29 and the soon-to-be introduced Data
Governance Act10 (DGA) all focus attention on
compliance. However, when these regulatory
requirements are implemented in consumercentric ways that protect customers - such
as Privacy and Security by Design - compliance
quickly becomes an opportunity to differentiate.
Here are some practical steps to consider:
1. Help customers access, protect and gain value
from their data. Digital trust is the cornerstone
of data protection and data access. For
financial service providers, maintaining that
trust by helping customers in this way is the
natural evolution of helping them access,
protect and gain value from their money.
2. Allow customers to exercise their digital rights.
This plays an important role in protecting their
identity, verifying their data and easily
adopting new products and services. It can
start with something as simple as helping
people understand their digital rights and
develop into deploying data custodian
services, which store and protect individuals’
data to reduce complexity in their lives.
Digital wallets that enable people to manage
payments and identity in a single application
(like a ‘super app’) have huge customer appeal.
Financial service providers have an opportunity
to deliver a similar utility but with a markedly
different approach to data use. A more
citizen-centric approach based on more
equitable and ethical considerations to data
is entirely possible given today’s technology.

3. Enable customers to track how and where
their data is used, and selectively disclose and
revoke access. This also provides ways for
banks to safely access and process data when
customers request or approve. This
underscores data compliance and reduces
the cost and burden of data collection and
processing.

The metaverse and the
new data frontier
In the first nine months of 2020, as gaming
surged under COVID-19 lockdowns, Roblox
earned $1.2 billion from selling virtual currency.11
Roblox users are typically eight to 18 years old
and mostly under 13. While purchases are most
likely under adult supervision, this is a generation
growing up with digital currency, tokens and
rewards. It’s a virtual data world that is wiring an
entire generation for user experiences they will
come to expect in the physical world.
This virtual-digital generation will soon be
expected to navigate opening a bank account,
making payments, selecting offers and
confirming choices in the physical world.
8. GDPR.EU

9. European Commission
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10. Data Governance Act
11. Financial Times

Why is that important? Because currently,
many of the data protections in place for children
may begin to erode as their digital twins become
monetised through social networks and ad
platforms.12 New measures recently introduced
in the UK, for example, look to address this
challenge.13 This is a generation whose digital
footprint is also a virtual asset. As for any asset,
safeguarding it, first, and compounding its
value, secondarily, are key.
We’re well on the way to having an entire
generation that is comfortable with the idea of
things being tokenised in the virtual world. The
importance of educating this generation in the
management of wallets and digital keys cannot
be underestimated. They need the tools to prove
their identity, sign up safely and protect
themselves against fraud, all delivered with a
superior, digital-native experience.
We’re starting to see digital life moving between
ledgers and networks within trusted data
ecosystems. The core design principle is to
ensure that digital twins are protected and
private. This provides significant opportunities
for financial service providers to offer data
verification, data provenance and custodial
services.
12. Guardian. Children’s digital privacy code
13. The Children’s Code

“Digital identity is at the heart of
almost everything we are trying
to do now and will continue to
do in a post-pandemic world.”
Katryna Dow
Founder and CEO, Meeco

There will need to be incentives for everyone and
importantly, playing to the strengths of banks, a
treasury function to enable the exchange of
value at the moment that value is agreed, with
fast settlement and transparency. As part of this,
governance – part of the financial service
industry’s DNA – could help to monitor fairness
and ensure greater equity for customers.
In this amazing new world, what data future will
you build?
Katryna Dow
Founder and CEO, Meeco
meeco.com
katrynadow
@katrynadow
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The Netflix era: Data rentals
Most of us know or have used Netflix. But do you remember the
company’s original business model? Netflix started by renting
or selling DVDs to customers via post.
Today, this type of content—or data—is
largely rented or purchased online for a flat
fee—there is no physical ownership of a DVD.
With data residing on the vendor’s servers or
cloud storage, there is no need to own a DVD.
A similar concept can be found in financial
services (FS).
Buying and selling data within large FS
companies isn’t a new concept, but it often
isn’t quick and easy like with Netflix. Internally,
bank data typically originates from many
customer segments, asset classes and
regulatory regimes. Procurement isn’t simple,
either—data providers, exchanges and banks
argue over usage, uptime availability,
contributed data and rights management on
an annual basis when payments are due.
Consultants and audit firms are often engaged
to ensure regulatory compliance is met.
Result: banks spend more time administrating
data than they do discovering strategic
opportunities with technology such as
artificial intelligence (AI).

Focus on the data
According to one survey of 10 industries
in 20201, banking made more data-driven
decisions than any other by a healthy margin.
With all this focus on data, it’s a burden upon
banks to ensure that data works for them and
not the other way around. Enter the Chief
Data Officer (CDO), which more companies
are hiring to focus on data, processes
and technology.
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1. Statista

First, a CDO can break down silos to make data
easier to find so datasets don’t have to be
recreated or duplicated.2 According to one
report, people spend 60% to 80% of their time
just trying to find data.2 One way to alleviate
bottlenecks is to consolidate data with APIs,
which create streamlined datasets. Creating a
comprehensive data catalogue to empower
keyword searches is another way.
Next, a CDO can promote internal data
democratisation and literacy.2 Too often, data
isn’t freely shared among departments, which
can create data silos and even ‘knowledge
silos’. CDOs can drive education across
departments to help alleviate the problem.
Finally, a CDO can support new products and
services that successfully commercialise data.
According to Della Shea, Chief Privacy Officer
at Symcor, her job is to create operating models
that leverage data as an asset. But you also
need to communicate the strategy: “Executive
management is more likely to invest…[if the
CDO shows]…a full understanding of the ‘what’
and [executives] understand the ‘why.’”2

Who’s paying attention to
data right now?
The Chicago Mercantile Exchange is the
largest securities firm in the world by market
cap. In response to customers’ data demands,
they built DataMine—a data webstore built
with Ticksmith. Today, they have over
75,000 data products that customers
can access themselves.3
2. MIT Sloan School of Management

3. Ticksmith

Step outside FS and consider Tesla. Do they
only make electric vehicles or are they a
streaming company capturing petabytes of
data on driving logistics, behaviours and user
preferences? This data gets fed into AI
systems for driverless cars as well as improved
instructions and specs for the hundreds of
suppliers and assemblers in their value chain.
This multichannel capture and participation in
data/analytics by a wide audience may be
what’s driving valuations and stock prices.

But there are challenges
In order to fine-tune data-driven decisions,
banks may need to replace legacy systems
that don’t work well with purely data-driven
technologies4, such as AI and machine learning
(ML). This means employing tools that require
significant computing power. And with
technology comes technologists—banks also
need to attract and retain the talent that
understand these new technologies.
Next, think of data quality. If you find a bug, can
you easily fix it? If you own the data or have had
it piped into your organisation, you can fix it in
situ. But if the data has been leveraged
externally from an API, you must wait for the
vendor to fix the problem. While data is an
valuable resource, its value declines if the
curation process behind it doesn’t ensure
quality control, provenance and lineage.

While AI and ML are players in the journey
toward data commercialisation, companies’
data philosophies must be transformed from
descriptive to predictive to prescriptive.
Descriptive data helps answer simple
questions like what and when; predictive
analysis takes a stab at predicting future
outcomes with historical data; and
prescriptive analysis takes predicting the
future up another notch with ML. This
transformation will help organisations become
more responsive to new opportunities as well
as more efficient with capital and talent.

Data is the future, the future is data
Data is a time-stamped commodity that has
its own shelf life. By enhancing the methods
used to retrieve it, banks may be able to mirror
Netflix’s model of offering quick-and-easy
data streams. But in order to get to that point,
banks should first answer important questions
about data: what, why, and how. The what is
the data itself and where it lives within your
firm, the why explains the need to invest in
order to maximise opportunities, and the how
is the processes and technology required to
harvest it at its peak benefit.
Mark Rodrigues
Executive Chairman at
Ticksmith and Venture Partner
at Illuminate Financial

Data isn’t just A, B, C or 2+2=4. Other factors
must be accounted for, such as social
considerations. According to Gartner, in 2020
media mentions of ESG grew 303% YoY and
85% of investors considered ESG factors in
their decisions.5

markrodriguestr

4. Protocol
5. Gartner
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AI
use cases
in finance

AI technology empowers banks with
a range of benefits, from providing
more accurate client services to
implementing predictive models
that prevent data breaches.
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ML takes aim at FinCrime risks
Financial crime has a direct connection to corruption, terrorism,
human trafficking, drugs trafficking and illegal arms dealing.
The financing of these activities has an adverse impact on
society and communities around the world.
Some of the activities are low cost but high
impact – the 2015 Paris terrorist attacks cost
less than €10,000 but caused over €2 billion
worth of damage.1 It is estimated the annual
cost of corruption and bribery alone is $3.6
trillion (ICA),2 and banks spend over $200
billion a year on financial crime compliance.3
Financial services organisations are struggling
to contain compliance costs including fines
due to breaches, but the threat of money
laundering continues. There is an urgent
need for change.
This is where Machine Learning (ML) comes in.
Using ML, banks can now build behaviouralbased segmentation models that look not just
at demographic attributes, but at payment
patterns and other human behaviours. ML
enables financial services organisations to
incorporate multiple features representing
these behaviours into models and they can
find which combination best defines targeted
customer segments. Ultimately, these
predictive models show the strongest
combination of features/behaviours that
define each group, which in turn allows more
accurate risk analysis.
Human beings display set behaviours, and
criminals have particular ones that make them
outliers. ML models seek to identify these.
For example, ML models can be deployed to
determine a pattern of what known criminals do
with excess cash deposits compared to those
with no criminal records. But models need to
get deeper into the weeds to be more accurate.
30 / Rise Insights

Greater segmentation makes
more accurate predictive models…
Traditional segmentation is typically based
on shared demographic characteristics, such
as gender, age or financial product use. While
this is a good start, it ignores behavioural
characteristics that are critical in understanding
the broader risk profile of a specific group. In
order to create a more effective model, it must
be as specific as possible.
To explain why this is important, here’s
an example: Two people of the same gender
have similar salaries. One makes regular
withdrawals and the other makes fewer, larger
withdrawals. One person has a busy social life
who makes frequent withdrawals whereas the
other is a parent who needs to make fewer
transactions but of larger value. Yes, these
two people are demographically the same
based on income and have similar products
(e.g., a savings account), but they should be
assigned different levels of risk based on
frequency of transactions. Why? Because, in
your predictive model for this segment (two
high earners of the same gender), identifying
transactional behaviour becomes the key
classifier/feature in refining the model: large
cash withdrawals could indicate mule activity,
or money laundering.
Here’s another example: Two people earn
$100,000 and $1 million per year. Both have a
premium current account, but obviously with
1. Quartz

2. World Economic Forum

3. Yahoo

different thresholds. If the first person
transferred $10,000 in one day, it could be
considered a risk event because it represents
10% of their earnings. If the latter individual
transferred the same amount, it would amount
to only 1% of their earnings and, given a
threshold based on percentage, would be
deemed less risky.

…but predictive models aren’t
without problems
Banks must be able to explain their
conclusions. The capabilities of ML are
powerful, but there is a limit to how far you can
pursue matters in a legal sense. Banks are not
criminal enforcement bodies, but need to be
able to explain the results of the models to the
relevant authorities, who in turn take action.
Banks must be able to produce a rationale
behind the proprietary scores generated by
their predictive models and must also
demonstrate their findings aren’t biased.
Taken a step further, over-complicated
models, such as neural networks, may be
very accurate, but because of their black-box
nature, it can be difficult for banks to unpack all
the features that lead to a specific combination
of behaviours indicating potential criminality.
Of course, this is critical when communicating
results with law enforcement or in court.

For some monitoring systems, productivity
levels are in single figures because too many
inaccurate alerts are created, which means
that analysts spend about 90% of their time
reviewing alerts that are of little or no value
instead of reviewing ‘productive’ alerts.4 This
creates a significant cost for banks because
analyst time is not used in an optimal way. This
is why alerts must continue to be refined.

Continual evolution based
on risk scoring
Regulators have advised that FinCrime alerts
should be investigated using a risk-based
approach that is more efficient and identifies
the biggest risks.5 This requires understanding
which models are most effective so they can be
emulated for new ones while also retiring
underperforming models. Risk, as well as
businesses, change over time, so the efficacy
of any model must be periodically re-examined.
Increasing model efficacy is made easier by
applying ML technology. But the human
element can’t be removed from this equation.
Through their models, risk officers must learn
from past mistakes and successes. New models
can always be built and existing ones can be
tweaked or decommissioned. And every
model—whether successful or not—can be
used as a learning opportunity.

Over-simplified models, such as regression or
decision trees, can easily output false-positive
alerts because rules may be too broad or too
narrow for the customer segment. Falsepositives generated for client or transaction
segments can be counterproductive because
they may not accurately identify risk or where
further investigation is required.

Samuel Safo-Kantanka
VP Infrastructure, Surveillance
Analytics, Barclays
@skantanka

4. IBM

5. Financial Conduct Authority
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Company spotlight:
Quantexa’s data analytics software connects data
in a meaningful way to drive trusted decisions.
The company
Data-intensive organisations face the same
challenge – closing the gap between the
vast amount of data they accumulate and
the millions of mission-critical decisions
that need to be made every year.
Pioneering Contextual Decision
Intelligence (CDI), Quantexa’s software
enables organisations to harness the power
of their internal and external datasets by
identifying hidden risks and uncovering
previously undiscovered opportunities

Key features
across financial crime, Know Your
Customer (KYC), fraud, credit risk,
customer insight and data management.
Founded in 2016, the London-based
company is backed by a number of
investors, including Warburg Pincus,
Dawn Capital, British Patient Capital,
Albion VC and other leading firms in
venture capital.

The proposition
The compliance departments of large
financial institutions are experiencing
increased pressure as the digital world adds
sophistication and complexity to financial
crime activity. It’s costly and inefficient to
manually wade through mountains of
data in order to effectively prevent
financial crime.

Quantexa Syneo provides organisations
with a powerful financial crime or fraud
toolkit that combines automation with
human expertise. This frees up operational
staff to make faster, better decisions by
uncovering hidden connections between
data points. The platform can generate up
to 75% fewer false positives compared to
less sophisticated technologies.

More accuracy

Entity resolution
overcomes missing or
poor quality data with
99% accuracy

Greater efficiency

With an intelligence-led
approach, investigations
are 80% faster

Working with Barclays
Since 2017, Barclays and Quantexa
have been working together to
implement Quantexa’s award-winning
entity resolution and network analytics
technology. The Barclays Financial Crime
and Compliance teams use Quantexa to
help improve financial crime processes
across multiple use cases such as AML
investigations, mules fraud, terrorist
financing and human trafficking.
The technology is currently implemented
to identify markets money laundering
risk, and the next project will be for
correspondent banking money
laundering identification.
quantexa.com

Future-proofing

Granular security levels
provide dynamic control
with all activity audited

The executive team
Vishal Marria
CEO and Co-founder
vishalmarria

Alexon Bell
Chief Product Officer
and Co-founder

alexon-bell-096474

Laura Hutton
Chief Customer Officer
and Co-founder
lahutton

Jamie Hutton
Chief Technology Officer
and Co-founder
huttonjamie
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Data and AI in institutional
investing: More revolution
than evolution?
While the investment industry has always relied on statistical
methods (think linear regression) that would now be described as
Artificial Intelligence (AI) or Machine Learning (ML), in recent years
we’ve seen a strong increase in the use of data and AI by institutional
investors in an attempt to reduce bias and make more informed
investment decisions.
This was made possible by progress in AI
and the growth in datasets available for
institutional investors, which has led many
companies (including non-financial services
ones) to monetise their data for investors.

AI is here to stay
Developments in ML are now allowing
institutional investors to examine large
volumes of data and discover relationships and
insights that would not be obvious to human
analysts.
For instance, Natural Language Processing
(NLP)1, which enables a computer to read and
interpret textual data, can extract sentiment
from a CEO’s speech, identify the subject of a
press release or determine company names in
an analyst report. These techniques allow
investors to discover value in new and existing
data sources, some with very long and
complex histories such as regulatory filings.
They also reduce the need for an army of
analysts to review each document, which can
be hundreds of pages, and extract key
elements. Whether investment decisions are
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made by a computer or a human, the ability to
distil large amounts of dissimilar – sometimes
unstructured (text, images or voice) –
information into actionable insights has been
the key driver for the adoption of ML within the
investment industry.
The explosion of computing power, either in
the cloud or on premise, has also made it
possible to process and analyse billions of
financial market events in seconds. For
example, adoption of GPUs (originally created
for computer graphics) can cut the processing
time of certain AI algorithms by a third or
more2. Similarly, with the price of computer
storage cut by five since 20103, investors have
been able to gather an ever-increasing amount
of data.
While new investment approaches involving AI
are more powerful than human-only methods,
one downside is their additional complexity.
More AI generally means more quants or the
upskilling of non-tech institutional investors.
Some approaches, such as deep neuralnetworks, may even be considered black
boxes, in which the underlying drivers of the
1. Similarweb
2. LexisNexis

3. jcmit.net

algorithm decisions are not easily understood
by humans. If applied to direct investments,
they can lead to substantial financial losses
very quickly. This highlights how human
involvement remains crucial at each step
of the investment process, from model
creation to risk management.

It’s a data deluge
The past decade has seen a staggering increase
in the depth and breadth of data sources
available to investors. The ‘alternative data’
market, which includes datasets not covered by
traditional price and financial data, has been
growing by an estimated 40% a year4.
Extracting data from social media or public
websites, a technique known as web-scraping,
has increasingly become part of the investment
process in an attempt to capture sentiment
towards companies. The GameStop episode of
20205, during which members of the message
board Reddit managed to affect stock prices,
shed light on the influence that public data can
have on investments. As an example of how such
data can generate even more derived datasets,
some data vendors subsequently began

providing the count of Reddit’s ‘rocket’ emoji in
messages as a prediction of stock potential.
As the world changes, so does the data used for
investing. The rise of ESG over the past few years
has led investors to consider sustainability data in
their processes, and they now expect a high
degree of transparency and disclosure from their
portfolio companies. Similarly, with COVID-19
putting pressure on global trade, the use of
satellite imagery or datasets representing supply
chain relationships between companies is an
already strong and growing trend.

"The alternative data market
has been growing by an
estimated 40% a year."
Nicolas Guilloux
Systematic Data, Maven Securities

4. Yahoo Finance

5. International Banker
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Improved credit decisions
for the unbanked and Gen-Z

Monetising data from
surprising sources
As institutional investing shifts to a more
data-driven approach, some traditional players
in the industry have started establishing
businesses that monetise their data as a
standalone Data-As-A-Service offering rather
than attracting clients to their traditional
products such as brokerage. For instance,
some major US investment banks now sell
subscriptions to their internal datasets through
their institutional platforms.
Some retail financial institutions, particularly in
the US, have also been selling anonymised
credit card data as a way for investors to
estimate the future performance of companies
or sectors. Although this is may be an
opportunity for some, it poses a number of
regulatory and reputational challenges for
companies wishing to sell their customers’ data.
In recent years, we have also seen the
emergence of companies from other industries
starting to generate extra revenue by selling
new, alternative datasets to a diversified
customer base while avoiding selling their
treasured data to direct competitors. For
example Similarweb, a leading digital analytics
firm has been offering access to its web-traffic
data, allowing institutional investors to
understand in near real-time the sales potential
of their stock portfolio. Even companies far
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removed from financial services, such as
publishing, have opened their datasets to
institutional investors. For example LexisNexis,
a well-known company in legal and news
publishing has made its news data available for
purchase to investors to help them create and
train their ML models.
As these and other new datasets become
available, and as more companies release their
data, they’re becoming more integral to the
mainstream investment process. Coupled with
the rapid pace of innovation in this area, the
impact of AI and data across the investment
industry is likely to be profound.

Nicolas Guilloux
Systematic Data, Maven Securities
mavensecurities.com
nicolasguilloux

Credit decisions can impact the direction of many citizens’ lives.
One of the most common ways in which credit scores are used
is when a borrower seeks a loan.
A lender focuses on two important metrics
prior to underwriting: the credit score of the
borrower and their affordability. Simply put,
an individual’s credit score quantifies their
perceived willingness to repay a loan.
Traditionally this value has been measured by
previous loans and credit that a borrower has
or has not repaid on time. Affordability, on the
other hand, considers whether a borrower can
afford the monthly repayment they will have to
make if the loan is approved.
The emergence of Artificial Intelligence (AI) has
massively impacted the credit underwriting
industry. AI offers the opportunity to consider
complex, unstructured data from a variety of
sources to make better decisions on someone’s
credit score and their affordability. An example
is the use of AI in Open Banking to categorise
transactional data.
In its simplest form, Open Banking allows a
person or a company to provide access to all
their bank account transactions, for the
previous two years, to a consented third party.
Considering that typically people make over 850
transactions a year,1 Open Banking provides a
unique use case for AI to ingest and make
inferences on large quantities of data,
in a short period of time.

"Younger generations are not
taking credit in the same way
older ones are."
Ethan Fraenkel
Co-founder and CEO, ProGrad

AI can examine almost every single transaction
made by millions of people and categorise the
transactions as spending on food or beverages,
as income received, etc. This categorisation can
be used to help consumers with budgeting,
saving or even to enhance their credit score
when they’re looking for a loan.
Open Banking has been important to
improving financial inclusion. It’s estimated
that in the UK alone there are almost six million
‘credit invisible’ people (individuals with thin or
no credit files). The emergence of Open
Banking has given these previously ineligible
individuals greater access to credit. The
reason for this is simple: the ‘credit invisible’
may not have a credit file but most of them will
have made transactions through debit cards.
This transaction history makes it possible to
assess their creditworthiness for the first time
in an accurate manner, reducing the
information risk associated with thin-credit
or no-credit file borrowers.
1. CB Insights
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Today, Open Banking is used in many other ways
and has a variety of use cases. The two most
important ones are the ability to manage
personal finances through the consolidation of
different bank accounts, and the ability to
simplify access to credit. For this last use case,
Open Banking combined with AI is now often
used to provide access to short-term credit in a
matter of seconds. The most famous
application of this is Point of Sale credit (or ‘Buy
Now Pay Later’). People can now make
purchases of things through deferred payment
plans, arranged at the time of purchase (unlike
credit cards, which are pre-approved with a
spending limit).
The use of AI to measure affordability for credit
provisioning has also been a recent and
fundamental development. Younger
generations are not taking credit in the same
way older ones are. Over 50% of people under
30 do not have a line of credit with traditional
banks.2 And banks often find it hard to price
lending products, such as overdrafts, for
Generation-Z.
ProGrad, a UK-based startup, has developed a
technology that assesses current affordability
and predicts future affordability through the use
of unique and proprietary data. It offers the
potential to give young people access to
sustainable credit when they need it most.
ProGrad uses new datasets to predict the
income of students and graduates over their
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2. Bankrate

next five years. This means that lenders can
now create new lending products for young
people by considering their current and future
affordability in order to understand how much
money a person will be able to spend at different
points in time.
This capacity for dynamic prediction enables
lenders to provide young people with credit that
they can afford (rather than giving them more
money they may struggle to repay). It also gives
lenders a truer picture of customers’ lifetime
creditworthiness.
The adoption of Open Banking for credit scoring
and AI to measure future affordability could be a
solution to help increase lending opportunities
to young people. Banks, for example, would be
able to develop new products that are appealing
to Generation-Z and also price overdrafts more
optimally.

Ethan Fraenkel
Co-founder and CEO, ProGrad
www.prograd.uk
ethan@prograd.uk
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The democratisation
of investing
Investing has become more democratic and investors more diverse.
This trend is one of the biggest in financial services over the past two
years, and it’s closely linked to the extraordinary increase in customer
engagement, which has grown ten times1 in the same period.
Notably, as we went into lockdown, the
industry witnessed higher volumes of
investors engaging across digital channels,
exposing the limitations of the traditional
face-to-face model. Of the $78 trillion of total
wealth invested in equities, the market share
among digital platforms is now 20% and
growing. Furthermore, the retail investor
share of total US equities trading volume last
year reached a record 23%.
Clearly, people are investing more actively
than ever before and abandoning the old
reliance on advisors to facilitate all of
these services.
Meanwhile, $30 trillion in assets is gradually
moving from boomers to their heirs – the
greatest wealth transfer in history. With this
confluence of rapid technological innovation
and major societal trends, we’re witnessing
a shift in values and expectations in a new
type of customer. Millennials, which in 2020
comprised over one third of the global
workforce,2 currently represent most of
this emerging, diverse audience with
fundamentally different needs to
previous generations.
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How AI benefits investors
Artificial Intelligence (AI) improves access to
investing for a more diverse audience of
previously excluded investors – from women
and younger people to Black, Asian and
minority ethnic (BAME). The implementation
of behavioural science, combined with robust
AI analytics capabilities, allows fintechs and
larger financial services firms to avoid
demographic bias and identify genuine
customer interests based on user activity
rather than ethnicity, gender or education. As
a result, for example, retail investors can now
be helped in making informed decisions with
curated content (such as tailored financial
education), guided away from risky
investments or supported in improving their
long-term investing behaviour and outcomes.
Now more than ever, technology allows
people to easily learn and invest in markets.
Robinhood has made investing straightforward,
BlackRock offers an exchange-traded fund (ETF)
for nearly everything, fractionalisation removes
barriers to entry, and cryptocurrencies present
something entirely new and unimaginable just
five years ago.

1. Oliver Wyman

2. ManPower Group

AI has also offered incredible advances in
service delivery. Financial services companies
can provide bespoke, individualised
experiences and expand their offering of
services at scale. Where previously service
costs were high, such as when seeking expert
advice or acquiring information from a
premium news service, they are now lower and
the services available to everyone. The
unrivalled cost-effectiveness of AI brings
benefits to both firms and consumers, and
maximises the potential of the retail market.
AI offers an unparalleled opportunity to
successfully oversee customers’ financial
wellbeing, empowering their investment
choices through personalised guidance, while
allowing them to explore new options that
truly reflect their values.
Fintechs and financial services firms can use AI
to cater for every type of customer and utilise
real-time data to build meaningful
associations on a continuous exchanging
cycle. The ability to acquire deeper insights in
real-time about customers helps secure
greater loyalty and offers unique journeys to a
more diverse pool of customers.
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The risks of AI in investments

A bright future

Although new AI technologies offer enormous
benefits to consumers and organisations, the
latter should be cautious, and adopt a
collective culture of accountability and
transparency, and a mindset of dependability
and best practice. Specifically, there are four
areas that require regular review:

Applying AI at scale will be a tipping point in the
investment sector. By understanding why
consumers make the choices they do, financial
service firms can expect greater engagement,
higher customer lifetime creditworthiness and
lower acquisition costs.

•T
 ransparency and privacy: data collected
from customers must be expressly endorsed
by them, with its intended purposes
made clear
• Segment bias: human oversight must guard
against any unintended bias for vulnerable
customers or minorities
• Model explainability: the more ethical
alternative of sharing simple, high-level
processes used by the AI algorithms, rather
than unknown black-box reasoning, should
be addressed early to avoid data inaccuracy
• Ethical standards: besides regulatory
compliance, standards should be used that
protect investor wellbeing.

The democratisation of investment is still in its
early stages, but AI can offer what every
consumer expects nowadays – unique
experiences – and what every organisation
wants – opportunities for high quality
engagement and services. The essential part
of the journey with this technology is
understanding the implications and preparing
accordingly.
Daniel Stack
Head of Strategic Partnerships
& Growth, AlphaStream
danieljstack

Plans and risk assessments should also be
monitored regularly to identify ambiguities
in new (and existing) regulations, and
solutions designed that address potentially
adverse issues.
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Focus on CX

Voice assistants
and the customer experience
Even though many companies offer customer support in apps or via
chatbots, over 60% of our customer service interactions happen over the
phone. As a result, many companies have started to invest in voice
automation to replace traditional “press 1 for credit cards” Interactive
Voice Responses (IVRs) with sophisticated, AI-powered voice assistants.
Enterprises have been exploring voice
automation for years, but until very recently,
voice solutions have been unreliable, failing to
understand callers and effectively contain
queries. How do enterprises take advantage
of voice AI while staying true to their
commitment to providing accessible
customer service for everyone?

The problem
AI-powered voice assistants alleviate the
pressure on contact centres by fully handling
common, repetitive and urgent queries,
freeing up call centre agents to focus on
complex queries that require empathy and
judgement.
Building voice assistants has proved a
unique challenge for enterprises that have
experimented with conversational AI. In digital
chat, people tend to type keywords and short
sentences, which means there’s no room for
error when it comes to misinterpreting
‘important’ details.

Providing support over the phone is much
more complex, for several reasons:
• Accounting for accents and dialects
• Processing calls with background noise,
e.g. when people are working from home
• Managing people’s comfort levels with
automated voice assistants
• Understanding personal quirks,
e.g. wordiness.
Speech recognition tools tend to work best for
the majority of customers only if they have a
'standard' accent. In the UK, that would be
those with a Home Counties English accent.
A commitment to accessible and inclusive
customer service means providing access to
every customer, regardless of who they are,
how old they are, where they come from and
how they speak.

Nikola Mrkšić
CEO and Co-founder, PolyAI

Case study: BP
Multinational oil and gas giant, BP, needed
help maintaining contact centres to support
thousands of petrol stations whilst sustaining
a high standard of customer experience. Call
handlers have to handle many complex queries
from broken gas pumps to customer credit
card issues, expressed in different words as
well as different accents. When BP reached out
to us, we demonstrated how we could help
achieve their goals:
1. We used a proprietary Spoken Language
Understanding (SLU) engine that processes
audio recordings of sentences rather than
detecting very specific keywords like
chatbots do. This allows users to speak freely
and naturally, using words and phrases of
their own choice.
2. We tuned our voice assistant to account for
how different people say numbers and letters,
including order numbers, phone numbers and
postcodes, which are critical pieces of
information that need to be captured with
100% accuracy.

The PolyAI voice assistant was able to
accurately recognise 97% of customer intents
from day one. After tweaking the model, we
raised that score to 98.8% in just three weeks,
and customers gave us an average satisfaction
score of 92%.

About PolyAI
PolyAI builds enterprise voice assistants
that carry on natural conversations with
customers to solve their problems.
Our voice assistants understand
customers, regardless of what
they say or how they say it.
poly.ai

3. We enabled our voice assistants to
understand non-native names. My name is
Nikola Mrkšić, and as you can imagine, it is
frequently misunderstood by speech
recognition tools. I’ve been Nikola Sandwich,
Nikola Worksheets and Nikola Ice Cream.
We’ve put extensive work into creating a
phonetic name matching solution that
understands names like Nikola Mrkšić and
Tsung-Hsien Wen (my fellow co-founder
and CTO of PolyAI) as well as it understands
John Smith or Sarah Jones.

nikola-mrkšić-80b64528
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Focus on CX

NLP
and the customer experience

Case study: Phrazor

Natural Language Processing (NLP) is radically enhancing the way
companies deliver customer experience (CX). NLP is a branch of AI that
helps computers understand, interpret and manipulate human language.
From customer service chatbots to
conducting sentiment analysis on social
media platforms, and even contributing to the
development of immersive experiences in
autonomous vehicles, NLP continues to
shape the customer experience landscape.

Market and applications
The global market for NLP solutions and
services is set to skyrocket to $127.26 billion in
2028 from $20.98 billion in 2021, a CAGR of
29.4% during this timeframe.1 The worldwide
market revenue is due to rise rapidly from
$17.5 million in 2021 to $43.2 million in 2025.2
The ability to commercialise data is one of the
key reasons behind NLP adoption. Businesses
realise that leveraging NLP to deliver improved
CX carries significant monetary implications.
The financial services sector is one of the
biggest adopters of data commercialisation
with NLP, and has been at the forefront in using
the technology to refine CX and drive positive
business outcomes. Healthcare and
manufacturing are among other sectors
with similar ambitions.

The applications of NLP in financial services
are vast and varied, and include:
• Prediction of volatile stock market behaviour
to analyse financial documents
• Scrutiny of unstructured data to resolve
regulatory and compliance issues, and
conduct risk assessments to protect against
financial malpractices
• Sentiment analysis to understand firms’
reputations in markets
• Auditing to improve the accuracy and
scalability that aren’t possible manually.
The current landscape provides an ideal
opportunity for next-gen enterprises to shape
customer experiences and commercialise data
simultaneously. They say the future is here,
and as far as applications like NLP are
concerned, that certainly holds true today.

Neerav Parekh
Founder & CEO, vPhrase
neeravparekh
@neerav_parekh
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1. Fortune Business Insights

2. Statista

vPhrase Analytics implemented their
double-patented business intelligence (BI)
tool, Phrazor, as a scalable solution to a leading
financial services firm operating in 2500+
locations and employing 6000+ professionals.
Phrazor added language-based insights to
thousands of monthly portfolio analysis
reports prepared by the firm for its diversified
clientele, which includes both retail and high
net-worth clients.
Phrazor auto-generated those insights as
personalised recommendations within the
language of the reports based on individual
customers’ investment portfolios and goals.
This helped them understand their portfolios
much better than before, increasing the
engagement and hence the number of
transactions. With Phrazor, the firm was
also able to:

About vPhrase Analytics
vPhrase Analytics, through its AI-powered BI
product Phrazor, lets enterprises create highly
personalised language-based reports at scale,
at machine speed. In addition, it allows
non-technical users to conduct ad-hoc
exploration and analyses without the
need for technical expertise. Phrazor's
auto-generated, language-based
insights are also officially available
as plugins on Tableau and Power BI.
vphrase.com

•O
 verride the communication barrier by
generating portfolio statements in four
languages (English and three regional
languages)
•R
 eallocate the time of their talented
employees from laborious, manual tasks to
more important work
•Q
 uantify success in various ways, generating
over 400,000 personalised client statements,
saving an estimated four hours per client
previously spent in manual portfolio
analysis and report writing.
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Focus on CX

AI biometrics
and the customer experience
When employed intelligently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) can bring a
never-before-seen change in the way businesses communicate with
buyers. Further, human-like tech features (biometrics) are fundamentally
fuelling this shift.
Tailored and timely access to product
and service information is both helping
consumers make more informed choices
and inspiring organisations to have a better
perspective of what their clients want. No
brownie points for guessing that people
today prefer the omnichannel experience
that is consistent and personalised - all at
the touch of a button.

The evolution of data security
According to a new study, nearly 80% of bank
executives agree they need to dramatically
re-engineer banking technologies, making
way for a more value-based, human-centred
experience. AI is the go-to tool for overcoming
customer experience (CX) challenges in digital
transformation.1 One reason why is paperwork
and passwords are often the problems
synonymous with financial institutions. So,
why not bring some speed and simplicity into
the system with the help of AI?

quietly changing CX in banking. With emotion
AI now revolutionising the banking industry,
consumer experience has become more
personal, effective and even futuristic.
Using AI to identify and automatically respond
to data breaches is critical for protecting data.
AI biometrics authentication safeguards
against a data breach that is essential for
organisations of any scale.
According to a report by IBM,2 over 20%
of data breaches are due to compromised
credentials. And it can take about 287 days
to identify a data breach and respond to it.
AI-based biometric security's usage has
become a necessity to remain competitive
in any industry. The report also states that
as of 2021, 25% of the organisations have
a complete deployment of AI-based
security, while 40% of the businesses
are partially deployed.

Communication is no longer limited to
spoken words or written texts. Learning
facial expressions and understanding body
language are being considered more reliable
components. Biometrics are the brains behind
this rejig. Facial and voice recognition are
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Ranjan Kumar
Founder & CEO, Entropik Tech
ranjan-kr
@rkambastha

1. Vernacular.ai

2. IBM

Case study: Affect UX
Affect UX from Entropik Tech is a cloud-based
user testing SaaS platform powered by
Emotion AI tech. Purpose-built for UX
researchers and designers, Affect UX allows
you to test websites, apps, and prototypes.
With high-precision eye tracking and facial
coding, Affect UX gives you a peek into the
minds of your users.
We’ve implemented Affect UX in financial
services for payment gateways and other
large, customer-facing portals.
For a number of reasons, our clients use
Affect UX to implement or understand:

About Entropik Tech
Entropik Tech is the world’s leading Emotion AI
platform that reads human emotions and helps
brands redefine their offerings and experiences.
In our mission to humanise experiences, we
have built AI technologies that understand
human emotion through facial expressions,
eye movement, voice tonality and
brainwaves - in a fast and
scalable manner.
entropiktech.com

•H
 ighly accurate eye tracking: Know with
razor-sharp accuracy what users are looking
at and for how long they are looking at it
• In-built screen recording: Record complete
computer vision sessions in real-time for
participant observation, eye tracking,
and user journey mapping
•D
 ashboards and data exports: Visualise
engagement, attention and emotion metrics
through eye tracking heatmaps, gaze plots
and area-of-interest (AOI) charts
•U
 ntapped emotion insights: Understand
the emotional triggers and subconscious
preferences of your users to deliver
experiences they will love and
resonate with.
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Focus on CX

Data analytics
and the customer experience
AI allows us to uncover insights about people at lightning speed,
enabling us to deliver meaningful guidance and recommendations
in the moments they need it.
In combination with a robust data strategy,
AI can truly help to reshape our understanding
of the optimal customer journey and
experience. As far as banks are concerned,
it helps them shift from mass campaigns to
real-time, behaviour-based interactions
with customers.

AI isn’t one-size-fits-all
It’s important not to put the cart before the
horse: Before adopting an AI solution of any
kind, you must first identify the business
problem you’re trying to solve to minimise
downstream risks. From there, you can
determine which type of AI is required. There
are more than 50 different ways to use AI in
large enterprises. But that’s only the
beginning. Further challenges lie in data
portability and securely moving data from
one system to another.
But while many banks may encounter difficulty
adopting AI-based models, it’s clear that other
industries have used AI to reinvent individual
customer journeys and experiences. The
result is improved loyalty, retention and trust.
By following those examples, banks can meet
the demand for personalised customer
expectations.
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Look at Spotify. They use algorithms to build a
profile and suggest music based on your
preferences. They also offer new experiences
based on your past choices. Now apply those
concepts to a bank: Imagine receiving
real-time, relevant recommendations from
your bank with offers and rewards that you
automatically qualify for. These could be local
offers and cashback on items that you already
spend money on, sent to you at the exact
moment you need them.
So how can banks achieve that? By connecting
the dots with their data. They have access to
transactional data, but can also link their
proprietary data with many other data
sources, such as device data, CRM data, and
location data. In doing so, a bank can generate
a more holistic view of their customers and
create unique marketplaces that link them to
relevant third-party providers or even offer
wealth-management advice.

Hossein Rahnama
CEO, Flybits
@flybits

Case study:
A tier-1 North American bank
The bank recognised that their customers’
expectations were rapidly evolving as tech
advancements ushered in intelligent digital
solutions that allowed companies to anticipate
and meet needs more dynamically. In
partnering with Flybits, the bank designed
a mobile app with following features:
A digital concierge that proactively
provides personalised guidance, services
and recommendations to over 6.2 million
customers based on their transaction data,
location and interests.
The deployment of a dozen highly-personalised
experiences, providing customers with
real-time access to what they need:
•B
 iometrics: enabling facial recognition and
fingerprint authentication
•O
 TP Secure: offering enhanced security
through two- step verification

•M
 obile Remote Deposit Capture: providing a
simplified way to deposit checks digitally
•e
 Statements: encouraging customers to
enroll in eStatements, eliminating the need
for paper statements

Value generated as a result of the deployment:
• Less than one minute to deploy a new
experience in-market

• 30-40% increase in spend on merchant offers
• 200% lift in fulfillment rates compared to
traditional channels

• 15-30% engagement rates on personalised
experiences with 50-70% fulfillment

About Flybits
Flybits is the leading customer experience
platform for the financial services sector,
delivering personalisation at scale. With
the most advanced capabilities in the market,
its enterprise-level solution brings relevant
content, products, offers and information to a
bank’s digital channels based on what each
individual customer needs in the moments
that matter.
flybits.com

• Bill pay: offering the ability for customers to
pay bills directly through their mobile app
• Digital Wallet: enabling the addition of
bank-issued credit and debit cards to
digital wallets
•C
 ontact information: prompting
customers to update their
information when needed
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Ethics and
bias in AI
With evolving AI technology, banks
have the responsibility to create a
more inclusive playing field so that
everyone benefits.
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Ethics in AI
David Bholat, Barclays UK Chief Data Scientist, and Michael Payne,
Barclays UK Chief Analytical Officer, talk to Grace Batchelor,
Rise London Platform Manager, about the imperative in
understanding how ethics can make AI a force for good.
Grace Batchelor: Is there anything that
particularly excites you about AI and its
ethical use in society? And do you see this as
becoming a reality in the short, medium or
long term?
David Bholat: The exciting part for me is that
AI prompts us to discuss ethics, full stop. Many
of the ethical debates around AI, such as the
boundary between humans and non-humans,
or what is ‘fair’, predate AI. These issues have
long been discussed in every culture’s
philosophy, theology, and fiction, and we’d be
wise to return to those resources. But debates
around some of these issues have been
dormant in the public sphere for decades. One
of AI’s positive externalities has been to raise
these ethical questions anew, with the
prospect that they might now be answered
more precisely.
Michael Payne: I am naturally excited by the
fact that AI has become mainstream as its
power and potential have reached the
consciousness of the media and policymakers.
What excites me more, though, is the growing
recognition that, like the nuclear field (which
spawned breakthrough developments in
energy and medicine as well as weapons), AI
has the power to transform the lives of
consumers and society as a whole for the
better. But if it’s left to its own devices, AI also
has the potential to be misused by the few, and
ethics is a key tool to avoid this scenario.
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GB: Some of the potential impacts on society
(say, in credit underwriting) are scary. For
example, the ethical and legal ramifications
of deep learning when IBM Watson is capable
of diagnosing cancer in patients. What if this
is wrong and how would this impact a
credit decision?
DB: Deep learning describes a set of machine
learning models where the relationship
between various pieces of information, on
the one hand, and an outcome of interest,
on the other, is learned by finding the optimal
weights to give to those different pieces of
information. The weighted information then
passes through a series of layers where it is
transformed, using mathematical functions to
find non-linear patterns. If that sounds
unclear, it is because deep learning models
often are! And we naturally fear what we don’t
fully understand. That’s especially true in the
contexts you describe. Cancer diagnoses are
scary situations. Credit allocation is highstakes. We understandably fear the wrong
decision being made. But I think we should
distinguish between the scariness intrinsic to
those situations, and the application of AI in
them. Credit decisions and cancer diagnoses
need to be made. We should be pragmatic, and
use the best tools at our disposal. In this
context, it’s worth noting there are several
studies showing that deep learning techniques
outperform clinical experts in tumour
detection. Equally, some studies show deep
learning models outperform simpler statistical
models in underwriting.

MP: I think there is also a broader point that is
implicit in that question: AI is an arms race and
the winners won’t be those who just invent
new advanced analytical techniques or create
innovative uses for those techniques—such as
those for diagnosing diseases. Rather it will be
those who curate the most extensive datasets
(in terms of breadth and depth) that fuel those
techniques and new opportunities. For any
democracy, where individual freedom is the
bedrock of its society, you need to carry the
voters with you. Mass acceptance of AI is the
essential prerequisite to achieve mass
adoption of it. In order to do that, members of
the public need to feel developments are in
their interest. So I think countries like the US
or the UK and the businesses that operate
within them face two futures—either you’re
falling behind or running ahead.
If we get it wrong, we risk a backlash from
policymakers and consumers both directly and
indirectly. In terms of the former, by shunning
businesses that use AI, or the latter, if
consumers refused to share their data and
businesses were unable to use it without
explicit and express consent for each and
every use. If this happens, we risk stalling the
momentum of AI developments or, worse,
setting it back, at least for those of us
operating in democratic regimes. On the other
hand, if we get it right, more people will share
their data, adopt edge use cases and tilt the
norm to early adoption. In doing so, innovation
will be accelerated as bigger datasets unlock
the opportunities to create even better, more
innovative use cases. The difference between
these two futures is ethics and that is one of
the reasons we, at Barclays, are so passionate
about both AI and the ethical framework that
underpins our work in this area.

GB: How are banks and other financial
services organisations feeling about the
prospect of AI, and what are they doing right
now to plan for its widespread adoption?
What’s happening to determine and eliminate
bias in AI?
DB: It’s a sign of our own anthropocentric
bias that we often hold machines to higher
standards than we ourselves can evidence.
As social science studies have shown, the
decisions people make are rife with cognitive,
cultural and idiosyncratic biases. One of the
promises of AI is that it can help us see beyond
our own blinders. Perhaps this is why
investment in AI by the financial sector has
been resilient through the pandemic. In fact,
I think the pandemic has accelerated interest
in adopting AI in the financial sector.
Digitalisation, or the shift from in-person to
online banking necessitated by social
distancing measures, increased the
opportunity to apply AI. For example, Barclays’
robo-advisory service, launched during the
pandemic, has automated the creation of
personalised investment plans. Additionally,
labour shortages wrought by the pandemic
have engendered the need to automate
previously manual processes with AI. Last
year, for example, one data scientist in the
team I lead reduced the time to output of a
calculation by a factor of 10, from 5 hours
to 30 minutes each run.
MP: Bias in AI is a key issue we all need to
address, but in our view, for any adoption
programme to be successful, it needs
to be bound by five tenets:
• Transparency: A willingness to
openly articulate (in an explainable and
understandable way) whatever you are
doing with your customers’ data. This
acts as a safety valve on activities.
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• A willingness to cede control to customers:
This includes giving customers easy ways to
control how their data is used and gives them
clear rights akin to a Bill of Rights.
• Line of sight to who is benefiting: This is
about ensuring that there is a clear view of
how and which consumers will benefit. This is
important for reflecting fairness,
inclusiveness and doing no harm.
• Providing clear accountability: This is to
ensure there is clear algorithmic
accountability. This means having checks in
place that ensure AI systems are performing
reliably and safely (including removing bias),
with clear routes to take action both
internally and for those outside the business.
• A C-level focus: The aim is to foster Board
discussions on ethics, especially around edge
use cases. The purpose is not about coming
to a consensus about the ‘right answers,’ but
about having regular debates in a way that
the whole business can see how ethics is at
the core of decision making.
GB: What responsibilities will banks have and
how are these being established? Are
conversations taking place with stakeholders
in and outside organisations?
DB: There are numerous frameworks aiming
to ensure ethical AI. The Monetary Authority
of Singapore has been a real thought leader
here, articulating a few years ago its FEAT
principles (Fairness, Ethics, Transparency, and
Accountability). While those principles were
meant to apply specifically to the use of AI in
Singapore’s financial sector, the general
themes of fairness, transparency and
accountability are mirrored in codes of best
practice across various jurisdictions, including
the UK. With respect to fairness, ensuring
models do not unjustly discriminate against
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people is fundamental. A basic touchstone
is that model errors are not greater for one
subgroup than another. Regarding
transparency, the objective is to make
AI-driven decisions understandable to
those affected by them. And regarding
accountability, the objective is to prevent fully
autonomous AI, where humans are ‘in the loop’
and ultimately accountable. But leaving the
details of different frameworks aside, the key
point to stress is that the AI we’re developing
is embedded within the overarching purpose
of deploying finance that responsibly supports
people and businesses, for the common good
and the long term.
GB: The black box question. How quickly can a
predictive model or AI become so complex
that humans will be unable to determine the
reasons for an incorrect decision made by a
machine? And what technology are
companies using to address this issue?
DB: We can assess the complexity of a
decision-making process by how hard it is to
go back and replicate the steps that resulted in
it, and how intuitive the reasoning is behind
them. It’s again instructive to compare
artificial and human intelligences along these
dimensions. In terms of replication, AI is
created with code stored in version control
systems, which makes it easy to audit and
reproduce. By contrast, our faulty memories
often make humans unreliable witnesses to
past decisions. Furthermore, the biases I
noted earlier mean we are often strangers
even to ourselves in knowing the deeper
reasons for our choices. However, if we take at
face value the reasons people give for their
decisions in natural language, these are easier
to understand than, say, the decision points in
deep learning models coded in a programming
language. True, there are so-called
‘explainable AI’ techniques. For example,
Shapley values can help explain the relative
importance of variables in complex models.

We might then use a regression to determine
which Shapley values are statistically
significant in a decision. But this correlation
still wouldn’t prove causation, or provide
an intuitive reason for a deep learning
model’s decision.
GB: Moving on to data privacy, which privacy
concerns do you see as most important?
DB: I think it’s difficult to rank which issues
under the umbrella of data privacy are most
important. They all are! But what I think is
often overlooked are the ways ML can alleviate
privacy concerns rather than amplify them.
For example, a type of deep learning, called
Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs), can
create synthetic versions of datasets that
retain the properties of the original data while
shedding sensitive aspects. In this way, GANs
can facilitate safer data sharing. Similarly,
federated learning offers a paradigm for
building better models across organisations
without data being transferred between them.
Essentially, what happens in federated
learning is that scientific teams at different
organisations develop the initial parameters
for an algorithm. The algorithm is then
distributed to each organisation to train on
their own data. Those local models are then
combined to create an aggregated one, which
then gets shared equally among all the
organisations. Thus, everyone benefits from
having a model trained on more data than any
one of them would have had alone— without
the risks entailed in sharing the actual data
between them.
MP: David is spot on. They are all important
and the key prerequisite is transparency.
Transparency on what you are doing,
transparency on how this benefits society
and the individual and transparency (and ease)
with which one can opt out. It goes back to
the five tenets I talked about earlier.

GB: Looking to the future, how will the
impacts of AI and data commercialisation
shape the bank of the future?
MP: I think AI will reset the way banks support
their customers. For example, it will give back
customers’ data, but in way that transforms it
into tools that can help them make smarter
decisions that make their lives easier and
better. Looking further, this could be small
changes in their spending that unlocks
opportunities to buy their first home or how,
by changing a provider of a service such as
utilities, they can free up cash to put aside to
save for a rainy day. Returning to what I said at
the beginning: AI has the power to transform
the lives of consumers and society as a whole for
the better. Who wouldn’t be excited about this?
David Bholat
Chief Data Scientist,
Barclays UK
@DavidBholat

Michael Payne
MD, Data & Analytics,
Barclays UK

Grace Batchelor
Rise London Fintech
Platform Manager
grace-batchelor-a5796591
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Increasing trust when
deploying AI systems

AI risk in financial services

Business reliance on algorithms is becoming ubiquitous,
and companies are increasingly concerned about their
algorithms causing major financial or reputational damage.
High-profile cases include Knight Capital’s
bankruptcy1 by a glitch in its algorithmic
trading system, and Amazon’s AI recruiting
tool being scrapped2 after showing bias
against women. In response, governments
are legislating and imposing bans, regulators
are fining companies and the judiciaries are
discussing the idea of making algorithms
artificial “persons” in law.
Soon, there will be billions of algorithms
making everyday decisions with minimal
human intervention, from autonomous

vehicles and finance to medical treatment,
employment and legal considerations. We are
entering the ‘Big Algo’ age (an analogy to the
Big Data period) where aspects such as safety,
ethics and legality will become crucial
considerations when developing, deploying
and using intelligent algorithms.3
So how do we ensure Big Algo is an
opportunity and not a threat? Different
communities have come up with approaches
to risk-assess and manage the growing threat
that AI systems can pose:

Community

Focus

Solutions

AI ethics

Aspects of fairness,
accountability and transparency

Establishing an organisationallevel AI ethics board (e.g. IBM)

Legal, privacy and management
risks

Working with regulators and
legislators on a regulatory
framework (e.g. AI Public-Private
Forum or Global Partnership
on AI)

Short-term focus on robustness
and security, and long-term
emphasis on preventing
existential risks4

Setting up best practices and
standards for applications (e.g.
IEEE Ethically Aligned Design or
ISO/IEC directives)

AI governance

AI safety
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1. Reuters 2012
2. Reuters 2018

3. Social Science Research Network
4. Wikipedia

In general, the key technical risks of AI
applications cover:
•P
 erformance and robustness: systems
should be safe and secure, not vulnerable to
tampering or compromising of the data they
are trained on
• Bias and discrimination: systems should avoid
unfair treatment of individuals or groups
• Interpretability and explainability: systems
should provide decisions or suggestions that
can be understood by their users, developers
and regulators
• Algorithm privacy: systems should be trained
using data minimisation principles and adopt
privacy-enhancing techniques to mitigate
personal or critical data leakage.
Of these, the most high-profile concerns are bias
and explainability. The public are acutely aware
that algorithmic systems may reflect historical
bias and may even make them worse. And they
expect the systems’ recommendations or
outputs to be easily explainable, particularly
where they concern people.
Financial services regulators have identified the
following as of most concern:
• Credit scoring: specifically bias, discrimination
and explainability aspects
• Trading systems: specifically, robustness and
‘herding’ (e.g. algorithms moving at a similar
direction in their intentions of buying/selling
products)
• Insurance: specifically bias discrimination and
explainability aspects though scrutiny in this
area is in its early days
5. FCA

6. Alan Turing Institute

7. BBC

• Recruitment: HR departments in banks and
other financial services companies will be
under pressure to report on the use of AI
in talent management.
What are the risks of getting it wrong? The
impact of failure depends on the size of the
organisation. Prominent examples include
Amazon’s AI recruiting tool mentioned earlier
or South Wales Police’s facial recognition
technology being ruled unlawful. Managing
the risks of AI is like managing those of
cybersecurity. Without good management of
both, businesses might even become unviable.
Large institutions in particular can expect most
scrutiny from regulators and society. Negative
impacts could include restricting the use of
certain AI applications, being fined for misuses
and lack of governance, and changing
procurement processes to include risk
management of AI. Company boards and
shareholders may well seek to mitigate these
risks by promoting what were previously data
science issues to the C-suite level, in particular
CTOs, CIOs, and CDOs. And social media
coverage can leave negative impressions
even if the AI is not to blame.

Emre Kazim
Co-founder and COO,
Holistic AI
holisticai.com

Adriano Soares Koshiyama
Co-founder and CEO,
Holistic AI
holisticai.com
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From our Rise sites

Rise London
What a year 2021 was.
The UK fintech sector raised an incredible
£8.6 billion – nearly three times the amount
raised in 2020,1 and maintained its status as
the lead in Europe for fintech funding. We’re
delighted this success was felt within Rise
London with a number of raises by members
throughout 2021, the largest being an
incredible $118 million Series B by spend
management startup Spendesk.
But we also need to draw attention to the work
that’s still required in the sector. Janine Hirt,
Innovate Finance CEO, highlights that “it’s time
to also properly address the funding gap for
underrepresented founders, if we are to create a
truly sustainable and forward-looking sector”. 2
In the UK, female fintech founders only received
9% of all capital invested in 2021, down from
13% in 2019.3 And, although scaleup funding is
hitting new highs in the UK, early-stage startup
funding is yet to return to pre-pandemic levels.4
With this very much in mind, Barclays announced
the launch of the Female Innovators Lab in
the UK and Europe last October.5 The Lab
combines Anthemis’ investment expertise and
the Rise, created by Barclays, fintech network
to identify early-stage female founders and
match them with the capital and support to
scale their companies.

increased popularity comes increased
expectations and demands from consumers,
and Bill Gates’ 1994 quote ‘Banking is necessary,
banks are not’7 becomes more pertinent. We
see this as an opportunity for the fintech sector
to innovate financial services, and change the
way consumers engage with their finances.
AI and data commercialisation has an important
role to play in this innovation – whether it’s
advancements in CX, the democratisation of
wealth investment services or the added security
provided through the advances in the fight
against FinCrime. These technologies have the
potential to touch all areas of our industry. With
efficiency at its core, data and AI can empower
banks to focus on what really matters when
delivering financial services of the future.
At Rise, we’re excited to play our part in this
digital revolution, and we can’t wait to continue
the growth of a diverse and vibrant fintech
ecosystem in the UK.
After all, as Stuart Harrison, Director of Fintech
West, puts it: “Fintech is no longer a sub-sector
of financial services, it is financial services.”8
Grace Batchelor
Rise London Fintech
Platform Manager

Another trend we’ve seen, exacerbated by the
pandemic, is the rush to digitisation in financial
services. The UK has one of the highest fintech
adoption rates in the world at 71%, compared
with the global average of 64%.6 With this

1. Computer Weekly

5. Barclays

3. Markets Media

7. Tech Wire Asia

2. AltFi
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4. Business Leader
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Rise India

Rise New York

According to data by Tracxn, Indian fintechs raised a record $9 billion
in 2021,1 making India the world's third-largest fintech ecosystem.

Cheers to a new year from Rise New York!

We saw the emergence of new trends across
sectors – including payments, digital lending,
Point of Sales (PoS) financing (also known as
Buy Now Pay Later), neobanking, stockbroking
and crypto. The country now boasts 18 fintech
unicorns out of 187 globally.2
Rise India alumni marked their presence in these
trends. PoS financing startup ZestMoney raised
$50 million in funding, Flexmoney raised $4.5
million, Crediwatch was selected to be part of
the AIFinTech100 (an annual list of 100 of the
world’s most innovative AI solution providers for
financial services), MonetaGo’s Secure
Financing solution received the award for best
solution in trade finance during Hong Kong
Fintech Week, Winvesta enabled a Unified
Payments Interface for global investments, and
Indian multinational ridesharing giant Ola
acquired GeoSpoc to build the next generation
of location technology.
In Q4 2021, Rise India continued with our key
engagements both internally and externally.
Our unique VP Internship Programme turned
out to be a great success with more than 30
Barclays employees working for 20 fintechs
over a six-month period to understand and
embrace how fintechs work and leverage
emerging technologies to solve business
problems. To enhance financial awareness, we
organised multiple boot camps with LXME
(India's first financial platform for women), and
saw a turnout of around 200 people from the
Rise ecosystem and their spouses.

In the last decade, the Indian Government’s
Digital India campaign has accelerated the
country’s transition towards a data economy.
With large sections of the population embracing
digital payments, e-commerce and digital
banking services, there is now a generation with
vast amounts of personal data. Fintechs have
been successfully leveraging this digital
footprint to explore how data can be used to
reach unserved segments and open up new
revenue streams.
Rise Fintech Company of the Year, CreditEnable,
is helping SMEs to access formal and affordable
funding through their proprietary data
algorithms. And companies like Rise India
alumnus Entropik, a leading Emotion AI
company that was named leader in Gartner's
Emotion AI report, are helping corporates to
improve customer journeys, customer
acquisition and conversion rates by deploying
this technology in clients’ digital channels.
Account Aggregator, another initiative by the
Government, is likely to shape the future of data
sharing in India by bringing together financial
institutions, technology service providers and
certifiers. As a variety of businesses are looking
to deliver great value to their consumers,
advances in data collection, processing and
distribution are going to significantly boost data
commercialisation efforts in 2022.

Last year went out with a bang as we hosted a
series of events on the back of the Rise Insights:
Decrypting Crypto report. The talk of the city
has been Web3 and the future of money.
Fintech continued to garner the most interest
and investment from top-performing VC firms1
and Rise remains well positioned to support
that growth this year.

According to Forbes, enterprises adopting AI
focused strategic goals jumped to 59% in 2020,
and financial firms are driving that trend with
71% of them adopting big data applications into
their business model.6 Big data, analytics and AI
continue to encourage earlier fintech adoption in
industries from music to sports to gaming to
healthcare.

If Web3 is the next frontier of the internet, AI is a
key ingredient making it possible. In 2021,
corporate retailer Amazon aggressively invested
in their fintech infrastructure to support growth
through the pandemic. Using existing customer
data to make customer journey more seamless
at payment also increased Amazon’s average
transaction size, signaling the importance of
embedded digital wallet considerations for both
retailers and their networks2. For startups,
leading VC firm Andreessen Horowitz made
enterprise tech the largest industry by invested
dollars in 2021 with their focus on IT, cloud,
cybersecurity, developer and other software
solution companies.3

Fintech applications also help elevate consumers
who are traditionally underserved in markets like
housing, by using their data to paint a fuller
picture of who they are. As applications of big
data in fintech continue to be a focus, cyber
security, privacy protections and technological
bias are areas in 2022 that will continue to push
the adoption of these new technologies in an
equitable way.

In the US, we await a regulatory posture on broad
acceptable uses of commercialised consumer
data, to support requirements for increased
minimum security and privacy management
measures.4 Data sharing mandates have been
one proposed solution, but re-identification
concerns have been raised by both corporate and
governmental entities during early negotiations.5

Already this year, Rise launched Rise Connect,
our digital platform. This opportunity to scale our
expert network in support of fintech founders,
with a global digital presence, is endlessly
exciting! Rise is proud to be the world’s only
fintech-exclusive, hybrid-first, global founder
community. Come join us!

Brian Luciani
Fintech Platform Lead,
Rise New York
	brianluciani

Lincy Therattil
Head of Rise India
lincy-therattil-9010157
@LTherattil
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Join Rise Connect
• 	Rise Connect is a global, virtual network of fintech leaders
shaping the future of financial services, with support from
the Barclays network and key industry partners
• 	Access exclusive content, peer-to-peer networking,
events and opportunities to help you succeed

Rise Academies

Learn more about the
	

Rise has announced a new three-year partnership with world-leading
venture-builder, Rainmaking. With their support, we’re launching a new
suite of digital programmes to support fintech startups across the globe.
Our programmes.
Your opportunities
	Rise Start-Up Academy

Build your fintech in 20 weeks
	
Our programme to empower
founders who are rethinking the
traditional approach to finance

	Rise Growth Academy

	For businesses ready to scale
Programme opening later this year

benefits of membership
at rise.barclays

Our support.
Your development
Learn from anywhere

	24/7 access to your curriculum with
weekly modules and bite size videos
on our dedicated learning platform

Learn by doing

	Apply your learnings through
weekly activities and live workshops
with support from a dedicated
community manager

	Learn as a community

	Be part of a leading fintech
community where you can share
knowledge and grow together
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Find out more
at rise.barclays
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Wealth
and Capital
Markets
This infographic shows companies resident at
our Rise locations. The information is accurate at
the time of publication.
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About Rise, created by Barclays

Rise, created by Barclays, is a global community of the world’s top innovators
and entrepreneurs working together to create the future of financial services.
By connecting technology, talent and trends, the mission of Rise is to accelerate
innovation and growth in the financial services industry.

To join our community, or keep in touch with the latest from Rise,
visit or follow us on:
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